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Focus area 4: Sensing traffic
Overview
This section provides an overview of the units in the Sensing traffic focus area and the content
related to young children as pedestrians and cyclists in the traffic environment identifying road
signs, signals and traffic sounds.
Sensing traffic units
The sensing traffic units allow all students to take part in learning experiences that demonstrate
their knowledge, skills and development of values relating to safer behaviours.

The following units are included in the Sensing traffic focus area:
Unit 4:1 Road signs and signals
This unit focuses on identifying road signs and signals relevant to pedestrians and cyclists.
Unit 4:2 Traffic sounds
This unit focuses on developing auditory recognition of sounds that relate to pedestrians and
cyclists in the traffic environment.
Unit 4:3 Being seen
This unit focuses on increasing the visibility of pedestrians in the traffic environment.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The following information will support teachers when
delivering content in this focus area.

UNIT 4:1 ROAD SIGNS AND SIGNALS
• Children pedestrians and cyclists must comply
with various road signs and signals (e.g. shared
path, walk/don't walk pedestrian phase on traffic
signals and crosswalks).
• Traffic signals (or lights) are part of the traffic
environment and regulate traffic not pedestrians.
• Children must be taught that green on a traffic
light does not mean 'go' to pedestrians. They
should interpret 'green' as an indicator to use the
systematic search strategy before crossing the road.

UNIT 4:2 TRAFFIC SOUNDS

• Traffic signals (or lights) with a pedestrian phase
(i.e. walk/don't walk man) indicate when it is
appropriate to cross after checking that cars have
stopped or are not still in the process of turning
the corner.

• Young children are unable to predict accurately
the origins of sound due to their auditory
development stage.

• Emphasise the red and green figures on the
walk/don't walk signs, as these are more relevant
to pedestrians.

• Drivers do not always see young children
because of their smaller stature.

UNIT 4:3 BEING SEEN

• Drivers frequently report after crashes that they
did not see the child or that the child rushed out
and there was no time to stop. In particular when
they are reversing out of driveways or car parks.
• Young children have difficulty seeing a situation
from another's viewpoint (e.g. I can see the driver
so the driver must be able to see me).
• Many crashes can be avoided if drivers adhere to
lower travelling speeds such as 40 km/h school
zones.
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Road signs
and
signals
Unit 4:1 Road signs and signals
For students:
Key understandings
➤ Pedestrians are required to comply with road signs and signals.
➤ Not all road signs are relevant to pedestrians.
Key skills
➤ Identify road signs, signals and markings that are relevant to pedestrians and cyclists.

TUNING IN

Who has to obey this road sign?
What do they have to do?

READY SET THINK

What might happen if they didn't obey the sign?

➤ Road signs

PICTURE TALK

Students write or draw a list of road signs and
signals that they have seen in the traffic environment.
If known, write what each sign means.
Share students' responses and compile a class list.
Use the road signs from the Road sign pack to
confirm students' responses and fill in any gaps.

SHARED READING
➤ Don't Forget the Cheese, Pa
Show the front cover of the book Don't Forget the
Cheese, Pa by Gwenda Smyth. Ask students to
predict what the story might be about. Read or listen
to the story then discuss the safer pedestrian
strategies used by the characters.
Identify road signs and signals the family encounters
in the story. Find these same signs in the Road sign
pack. Ask students why there are road signs in the
traffic environment. Explain that signs are to inform
road users of rules that they must comply with.
Discuss what might have happened if the family and
other pedestrians did not comply with the signs and
signals. The following questions may guide the
discussion.
How did the road signs and signals help the family
stay safe during their walk to the shops?
What do you think might have happened if the family
didn't obey the signs or signals?
Why do you think some pedestrians and drivers do
not obey road signs?

➤ Railway crossing
Use the discussion photo Safer places to cross to
talk about the physical barriers that stop people and
traffic (e.g. fences, guardrails, and boom gates). The
focus questions can be used to guide the discussion.
Ask students to identify other places in their local
area where signs, signals or barriers are used to stop
pedestrians and traffic.
If in a rural area, talk about railway crossings where
there are no controls or barriers. Explain to students
the dangers of crossing at points along the line and
encourage them to cross at the level crossing (even
if it means walking a little further).

FINDING OUT
MATHS INVESTIGATIONS
➤ Graphing signs
Construct a bar graph indicating road signs and signals
that students have seen in the traffic environment. Over
the next week, record signs or signals observed while
travelling to school or in the local area.
Discuss the results shown on the graph using the
following questions:
Why do you think there were more ... signs (include
name)?
Where did you see signs?

How can this be dangerous for pedestrians?

Why do you think the signs were there?

Select an illustration in the book where a road sign is
used. Ask students to write or draw what might
happen if the sign was not followed.

Who has to obey the signs? Why?

Tell me about this road sign. What does it look like?

What might happen if the signs weren't obeyed?
➤ Bird's eye view
Show students a street directory or local area map.

Have you ever seen a road sign like this? Where?
Focus area 4: Sensing traffic
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(i.e. what a bird would see if they were flying over
their school or house).
Use the grid references on a road map of the local
area to find streets, parks and other landmarks. Talk
about intersections or streets where road signs and
signals are located.

plasticine) on the tablemat. Students can move
models of cars and people on the tablemat to
determine if the sign placements were correct.

SORTING OUT

In groups, construct a map showing the school, students'
homes and other places visited regularly (e.g. shop,
library, oval). Include road signs or signals on the map.

T CHART

Share the maps and talk about safer routes to take from
different locations. Identify the safer routes with footsteps.

Draw a T chart and label one side 'Signs' and the other
side 'What does it mean?' In groups, make a list of signs
seen in the traffic environment and write or draw these
in the signs column. Discuss who has to comply with
each sign and why before writing an explanation in
the other column.

➤ Shapes and colours
Show the red, amber and green circle from the traffic
light sign included in the Road sign pack. Ask students
to identify the colours and shape. Use the word 'amber'
when talking about the middle light. Locate other
objects the same colour or give students a range of
objects to sort by colour (i.e. red, amber and green).

➤ What does it mean?

Alternatively, students can complete Resource Sheet
3: Sign match by reading the clues and pasting next
to the matching sign on the T chart.

Have students attach the coloured circles to the traffic
light in the correct order and discuss what each light
tells the traffic and pedestrians

Y CHART

Give students Resource Sheet 1: 'Stop,' says the red
light to add the colours in the correct order and write
the words 'stop, 'go' and 'wait'.

With students in groups, explain that road signs may
apply to drivers, pedestrians or both. Give each group a
copy of the resource sheet Road signs. After cutting
out the signs, ask the groups to sort these using a Y
chart labelled 'pedestrians', 'drivers' and ' drivers
and pedestrians'.

➤ Cooking
Talk with students as they make traffic-light sandwiches.
The ingredients per child and procedure are provided
below. Use terminology in relation to shapes, colour,
quantity and order.
Traffic-light sandwiches
2 slices of bread
butter
tomato, 1 slice
cheese, 1 slice
cucumber or gherkin or lettuce
1. Use a small cutter (around the size of a 50 cent piece)
to cut three holes in a line in one slice of bread.
Show how to press the cutter into the bread. Remind
students to cut the first hole at the top of the bread.
2. On the other piece of bread, lay out the tomato
slice, cheese slice and cucumber/lettuce or gherkin.
3. Place the first piece of bread over the top so that
the holes and fillings are lined up, and the colours
show through.
➤ Stop signs
Discuss the layout of streets, roads and intersections
on the Road network tablemat. Discuss why stop
signs are used in the traffic environment and who is
required to comply with these.
Ask students to decide where to position stop sign
models (these can be made using pop sticks and
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➤ Pedestrians and drivers

As a class, look at the Y charts and discuss how each
group has sorted the signs. Talk about the signs that
pedestrians have to obey and how they contribute to
all road users' safety.

ARTS IDEAS
➤ Signal crossings (traffic lights)
Help students think of different ways to make traffic lights
or use one of the following ideas. Display the traffic
light sign included in the Road sign pack for students
to use as a guide. Talk about traffic lights during the
making process. Discuss the meanings of the red,
amber and green lights. Point out the red and green
man pedestrians need to watch for when crossing at
lights using Resource Sheet 2: Walk - don't walk man.
• Milk cartons
Cover milk cartons with black paper then cut out
three holes on one side of the milk carton (an adult
will need to help with this). Attach a piece of red,
orange and green cellophane onto the back of the
circles. Torches can be shown through to simulate
a working traffic light.
• Play dough
Give students the instructions for making red,
orange and green play dough. Roll the play dough
and cut out a circle from each colour.

Unit 4:1 Road signs and signals

• Biscuits
Cover a biscuit with icing (black if possible) then
place red, orange and green lollies on. Check that
they are placed in the correct order.
• Painting
Set up red, orange and green paint to paint a
traffic light on black rectangular paper.
➤ Make a sign
Display the road signs included in the Road sign
pack and talk about the characteristics of road signs
such as the shape, colour and size.
Help students think of different ways to make road
signs or use the following ideas. Talk about the signs
during the making process.
• Salt dough
Use different shaped cutters to make road signs from
salt dough. Salt dough is made from 4 cups of plain
flour, 1 cup of salt and 1 1/2 cups of water. Bake the
signs in a moderate oven for approximately one hour.
Paint the signs and use in the block corner or
sand play area.
• Paper cut outs
Cut out paper in the shape of road signs (e.g.
triangle, diamond, octagon and circle) to paint
using correct colours.
Attach the road signs in outside play areas to
simulate a traffic environment.
➤ Stop sign
Display the stop sign (included in the Road sign pack)
and discuss the shape, colour and letters. Students
can make a stop sign by tracing around an octagonal
template. Paint the stop signs and then give students
the letters S, T, O and P to paste on.

MUSIC AND MOVEMENT

is a baseline). Explain to students that a call of 'green
light' means they should look both ways and then walk
towards the caller at the other end of the playground.
If they hear 'red light' from the caller they must stop
immediately.
➤ Traffic light game
In an outdoor space, students observe the traffic light
being shown and act accordingly. For example a red
light - stop, amber light - move slowly, green light move. Different movements can be performed for the
green light.
➤ Twinkle twinkle traffic light
Sing the song Twinkle twinkle traffic light to reinforce
the need for pedestrians and other road users to comply
with traffic lights. Stress to students that green does
not necessarily mean 'go' and that 'green' refers to
cars and not to people.
Twinkle twinkle traffic light
Sung to Twinkle twinkle little star
Twinkle twinkle traffic light,
Watching roads, day and night.
Red says ‘stop’,
Green says, ‘go’,
Amber says, ‘time to slow’.
Twinkle twinkle traffic light,
Watching roads, day and night.
➤ 'Stop' says the red light
Make a traffic light using Resource Sheet 1: 'Stop', says
the red light. Cut out each light and paste on a piece of
red, orange and green cellophane or tissue paper.
Sing the song while using two hands to cover the lights
not required. For example, while singing 'Stop', says the
red light' cover the amber and green lights. Alternatively,
sing the song using the actions described.

➤ Stop - walk

'Stop' says the red light

Select four road signs from the Road sign pack and
place one in each corner of the room. Have students
stand in the middle of the room. Explain that you will
call out a sign and way to move, for example: stopwalk, give way-crawl or school zone-hop. Play the
game several times then either move the signs to
different corners or change the signs.

'Stop', says the red light.
(Hand out to stop traffic and pedestrians)
'Go', says the green.
(Wave traffic and people through)
'Wait', says the amber light coming in between.

➤ Traffic lights
Discuss the meanings of the red, amber and green
lights. Give each student a red, orange or green
coloured dot, wristband or piece of fabric. Designate
a boundary to move within while music is playing.
Explain that when the music stops students must join
up to make sets of traffic lights (i.e. three students).
➤ Green light, red light
Play a game of Green light, red light. Have students form
a line at one end of the playground (somewhere there

PUZZLES AND GAMES
Resource Sheet 4: Road signs can be used with the
following ideas.
➤ Card games
Photocopy and cut out the signs to make sets of
cards. Play games such as snap and concentration
to help recognition of road signs.
The games can be made more complex by adding the
rule that to keep a pair, the student must say the name
of the sign or what the sign indicates to road users.
Focus area 4: Sensing traffic
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➤ Jigsaws
Enlarge the signs and have students add the correct
colours. Paste the signs onto cardboard then cut into
jigsaw pieces (larger pieces depending on the ability
of the students). It may help to add cutting lines for
younger students.

Use this opportunity to practise crossing the road.
Remind parents to talk about selecting a safer place
to cross and the search strategy steps (as described
on page 68) while crossing the road.
When back in the classroom, draw and write about
the signs and signals spotted on the walk.

➤ Cryptic clues

➤ Stop signs

Display several road signs from the Road sign pack.
Model how to write a clue describing a road sign
(two examples are given below). Students can write a
cryptic clue to share or swap with a partner.

Walk around the play area and decide where to place
stop signs to reduce the likelihood of students
bumping into each other when walking, running or
riding wheeled devices. Encourage students to
practise stopping in designated areas by making
stop signs or painting them on footpaths and
walkways.

I am a triangle shape.
I have two words on me.
My colours are red and white.
Which sign am I?
I am a circle shape.
I am yellow.
I have people's legs on me.
Which sign am I?

Make stop signs using recycled materials or paint
them on footpaths and walkways.

SIMULATED
REPLICATING THE REAL WORLD

Resource Sheet 5: Which sign? can be used to
extend this activity. Students read the clues then
circle the sign being described.

SPEAKING OUT
BARRIER GAMES

➤ Outdoor play
Place road signs made in art or included in the road
sign pack around the outdoor play area. Students ride
trikes and pretend they are driving a car obeying the
road signs.

REFLECTING

➤ Sign match
Erect a barrier and give each player a set of road
sign cards from Resource Sheet 4: Road signs.
The first player selects a card, places it behind the
barrier then describes the sign to their partner. The
partner listens and decides which card is being
described before placing it on the table. The barrier
is removed to check if the cards match.

SHARING CIRCLE
➤ Signs
Ask students to think about what they have learned
about road signs and signals then share their
thoughts in the circle.

UNFINISHED SENTENCES

REAL-WORLD
OUT AND ABOUT
➤ Spotting signs and signals
As a class, go for a walk around the immediate school
area to spot road signs and signals. Organise parent
helpers with a ratio of one adult per two students.
When a sign or signal is seen, students shout out 'spot'.
Talk about the location and observe vehicles and other
road users using these.
Keep a tally of the number of signs spotted. Photograph
the signs to use in other road safety learning experiences.
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➤ Thinking back
Ask students to think about the learning experiences
they have been involved in during this unit by
completing the following sentences.
When crossing at traffic signals I know...
When the walk signal turns 'green' I should…
I think that it is important to…

‘Stop’, says the red light

Unit 4:1
Resource Sheet

1

‘Stop’, says the red light.
‘Go’, says the green.
‘Wait’, says the amber
light, coming in between.
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Walk – don’t walk man
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Unit 4:2
Resource Sheet

2

Unit 4:2
Resource Sheet

Sign match

3

Do you know what each sign means? Read the clue then paste it in the
right box.
Signs

What does it mean?

✁
Pedestrians and traffic must check that This sign lets the traffic know they have
there are no trains approaching and
to slow down to 40 km/h through the
never cross if the lights are flashing.
school zone at certain times.
This sign means all traffic must stop
and let pedestrians cross the road.

All traffic must stop before travelling on
or turning the corner.

This sign means pedestrians and
cyclists have to share the pathway.

This sign means there are traffic lights
ahead and all road users must be
ready to stop.
Focus area 4: Sensing traffic
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Road signs

✁

✁

✁

✁
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4

Unit 4:1
Resource Sheet

Road signs

4

✁

✁

✁

✁
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Which sign?

Unit 4:1
Resource Sheet

5

Everyone on the road uses road signs. Read the clues then circle the
correct sign.
I am an octagon. I am red. I have white letters.

I am a diamond. I have a red border. I have a black circle with arrows in the middle.

I am a rectangle. I have a red border. I have two words and an arrow in the middle.

I am a diamond. I am yellow. I have a traffic light sign in the middle.

I am a rectangle. I am white. I have a red circle in the middle.

I am a rectangle. I am white. I have a picture of a bicycle.

Draw the sign that tells people to cross here
when the traffic has stopped.
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Traffic sounds
For students:
Key understandings
➤ Listening and identifying the direction of traffic sounds is a safe action to take.
➤ Some traffic sounds indicate a warning or possible danger to pedestrians.
Key skills
➤ Identify the direction of traffic sounds.

TUNING IN
READY SET THINK
➤ Types of traffic
Students write or draw different types of ‘traffic’ (e.g.
buses, cars, trucks and motorbikes). Share the responses
then compile a class list. Add the following examples
if not included in the generated list, as young children
do not always identify these as traffic:
ambulance, bicycle, bus, car, campervan, fire truck,
mail van, motorbike, police car or van, road train, rubbish
truck, scooter, semi-trailer, tow truck, train, truck

VENN DIAGRAM
➤ Traffic
Seat students in a circle with two overlapping hoops
in the middle. Write two labels ‘road traffic’ and ‘not
road traffic’. Place one card in each hoop. Alternatively,
draw a road and a road with a red line through it for
non-readers. Give each student a plastic transport
shape or other shape.
Have the students take turns to place their shapes
within the appropriate hoop. If students decide the
shape can be placed in both circles, place it in the
interlocking section of the two hoops.
Ask the group if they can identify any other types of
traffic. Draw or write labels for these and place in the
hoop.

FINDING OUT
HEAD TALK
➤ Unsafe sounds
In groups, students discuss sounds in the traffic
environment that indicate to pedestrians that the
situation may be unsafe or dangerous (e.g. a fire
truck approaching, the reversing beep of a truck or
the bell on a bicycle).

Think about the sounds you can hear when walking
in the street. Which ones mean ‘look out’ or can warn
us of danger?
Nominate a ‘numbered head’ to share the group’s
responses. Invite other groups to add other sounds
not suggested by the first group.
Talk about the importance of listening carefully when
walking in the traffic environment.
Who needs to listen for sounds when they are walking?
Why?
What should we do if we hear traffic sounds warning
us of danger?
Why might it be dangerous to have music playing
through earphones when you are out walking or riding?

SORTING OUT
Y CHART
➤ Traffic sounds
Look at Resource Sheet 1: Traffic sounds and explain
that each picture indicates a sound that might be heard
in the traffic environment (e.g. a rubbish truck picking
up the bins and a motorcycle changing gears).
Give each group a Y chart with the headings – ‘often’,
‘sometimes’ and ‘not very often’. Students cut out the
pictures on the resource sheet then decide where on
the Y chart to place these.
As a class, discuss the completed Y charts. Use the
following focus questions to prompt further discussion.
Why is it important to know what each sound means?
Which of the sounds do you think means ‘danger’?
What would you do if you heard that sound?
Why do you need to concentrate and listen carefully
near the roads?

MUSIC AND MOVEMENT
➤ Find the sound
Select a variety of sound makers (e.g. paper to scrunch
Focus area 4: Sensing traffic
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or tear, a pencil to tap and a bell) or alternatively use
the traffic sounds included on the Safer Roads CD.

SIMULATED

Students sit in the middle of the room with their eyes
closed listening for sounds.

REPLICATING THE REAL WORLD

Move to an area of the room and use one of the
sound makers. Students point in the direction of the
sound. Repeat this several times.
➤ The sounds on the road
Learn the song The sounds on the road. Write other
verses using sounds students have heard in the
traffic environment (e.g. people walking and a traffic
attendant's whistle).
The sounds on the road
(Sung to The wheels on the bus)
The cars on the road go beep, beep, beep,
Beep, beep, beep,
Beep, beep, beep.
The cars on the road go beep, beep, beep,
All the way to town.
The bikes on the road go ting-a-ling-a ling…
The trucks on the road go brrm brrm brrm…

➤ Match the sound
Explain to students that there are many sounds that
can be heard in the traffic environment and that
pedestrians need to know what each one indicates
(e.g. the beeps of a reversing truck or walk phase of a
traffic light). The following questions can be used to
guide the discussion.
What noises should you listen for when crossing a road?
What noises do you hear when crossing at a traffic light?
How does that sound help people with a visual
impairment?
Why do train crossings make such a loud noise?
Give each student Resource Sheet 1: Traffic sounds.
Check that all the pictures are recognised.
Students listen to the Safer Roads CD and place
markers on pictures that match the traffic sounds.
Repeat several times to ensure that the sounds are
recognised by students.

The police cars on the road go ee-ar-ee…

➤ Traffic sound bingo

➤ Guess what I am?

Write the list of traffic sounds given below, on the
board. Have students fold a piece of paper into four
squares then write one traffic sound in each square.

Students pretend they are a type of vehicle making
the noise and actions for others to guess.
➤ We know
Use the book Hands are for holding or Resource Sheet
2: We know to follow the words while listening to the
pedestrian song. Identify the traffic sounds included in
the song.

PUZZLES AND GAMES
➤ What am I?
Model how to write clues describing a sound maker in
the traffic environment. Two examples have been included.
I am red.
I have four wheels.
The people sitting inside wear a uniform.
I have hoses to use in a fire emergency.
What am I and what sound do I make?
I have two wheels.
I have handlebars.
People wear helmets when they ride me.
What am I and what sound do I make?
Students write a ‘What am I’ to share with the class.
Compile the descriptions into a big book for students
to read.

rubbish truck
bicycle bell
police siren
train
truck reversing
car

walk/don’t walk signals
footsteps
railway crossing bell
horn
motorcycle
ice-cream van

Listen to the traffic sounds on the Safer Roads CD.
Students listen to the sounds and draw a cross
through the words on their sheet that match.
Students call out ‘Bingo’ when all four boxes have
been crossed.

REFLECTING
UNFINISHED SENTENCES
➤ Thinking back
Ask students to think about the learning experiences
they have been involved in during this unit by
completing the following sentences.
I know …
Sounds that might mean danger in the traffic
environment are…
I think that it is important to…
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Traffic sounds

Unit 4:2
Resource Sheet

1

Listen carefully and circle the traffic sounds that you hear.
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Unit 4:3 Being seen
For students:
Key understandings
➤ Cross in places where drivers expect pedestrians to cross (e.g. crosswalks, traffic signals
and controlled crossings).
➤ Cross where drivers can see you (e.g. a straight stretch of road and not between cars).
➤ Face oncoming traffic where no footpath is available.
➤ Wear brightly coloured clothing to increase your visibility in the traffic environment.
➤ Watch out for reversing cars – they won’t be able to see you.
Key skills
➤ Practise crossing safely at different locations.

TUNING IN
PICTURE TALK
➤ Being seen
Talk about ways pedestrians and cyclists can increase
their visibility in the traffic environment (e.g. wearing
clothing that increases visibility especially on rainy
days or in poor light, and crossing the road where
drivers can see them). Use the discussion photo Being
seen and the focus questions to guide the discussion.
Students can draw a picture of themselves wearing
clothing that will make sure drivers and other road
users can see them.
➤ Can they see me?
Display pictures of animals that use camouflage as
protection in their environment. Discuss how the animals
camouflage themselves by using dull colours or change
their body colours and patterns to match the environment
(e.g. frilled neck lizard, moth and thorny devil).
Display pictures of animals who are brightly coloured
(e.g. peacock, tropical fish and butterflies) and discuss
why these animals might want to be seen in their
environment (e.g. scare away predators).

What clothes or things can you wear to make sure
you are seen?
Look through magazines and catalogues to find pictures
of brightly coloured clothing and accessories that would
increase visibility of road users. Make a class mural
of the pictures and include safety messages such as:
I can see you, can you see me?

T CHART
➤ Classifying colours
Use a T chart to classify objects around the room that
are ‘easily seen’ and ‘not so easily seen’ according to
their colour. Discuss why certain colours are more
noticeable and why it is important for pedestrians
and cyclists to wear bright-coloured clothing.
➤ Easier to see
Students design a raincoat that would increase
visibility of pedestrians and cyclists in wet weather.
Display the raincoats on grey paper or newspaper
print. Discuss which colours are easy or difficult to
see and record these on a labelled T chart.

FINDING OUT

Identify and talk about people who always wear bright
colours in the traffic environment (e.g. traffic attendants,
police on traffic duty, emergency services and road
workers).

MATH INVESTIGATIONS

Discuss how it is important for cyclists and pedestrians
to be seen especially when crossing the road and in
wet weather.

Students discover which member of the class is the
tallest by using a tape measure and recording
heights in a table.

Why do these people wear bright colours?

Have students measure the height of an adult.
Compare the difference in heights and discuss the
implications for drivers being able to see smaller
pedestrians.

Is wearing bright colours a safe thing for you to do?
Why or why not?

➤ Height visibility
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Why is it more difficult for drivers to see a child than
an adult?
What can a child do to help a driver see them when
they are crossing a road?

with arms stretched out to touch both sides of the
paper. See the example given below. Cut around the
person and open out.

Why is it important to stop before you cross the road?

GUEST SPEAKER
➤ Traffic attendant
Invite the local traffic attendant to visit the school
and talk about the fluoro crossing flags and brightcoloured clothing worn while on duty. Utilise the visit
to reinforce and practise road-crossing procedures.

fold

SORTING OUT
ARTS IDEAS
➤ Can I be seen?
In pairs, students trace around their bodies to make
life-size cut-outs. Have half the class paint brightcoloured clothing and the other half paint darkcoloured clothing on their cut-outs.
Display the cut-outs, turn off the lights and ask
students to identify which figures are easier to see
from a distance and in poor light.
From a distance, which colours can be seen more easily?
Why do we need to be easily seen when walking or
cycling in the traffic environment?
Why is it harder for drivers to see you when it is
raining or getting dark?
What clothing do you have that will make you easier
to see?
➤ Design safety clothing
Design a uniform for the students described in the
scenario below. Clothing and other apparel could
include jackets, hats, backpacks and shoes. Suggest
that labels and descriptions of each item be included
in the design.
The students in Mr Steven’s class have decided to
design a new uniform that will be comfortable to wear,
protect them from the sun and help them to be seen
when walking to and from school.
➤ Paper pedestrians
Create a row of paper ‘pedestrians’ by folding a plain
A4 sheet into quarters. Trace around a pedestrian
template that fits inside the quarter or draw a person
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Talk with students as they dress the pedestrians in
bright-coloured clothing.
What are some of the best colours to wear so that
drivers can see you?
What else can you do to be seen by drivers and
other road users?

MAKING DECISIONS
DECISION-MAKING MODEL
➤ Think about your choices
Ask students to consider the following situation then
select which option they would choose.
Your Mum wants to buy you a bright yellow raincoat
so drivers can see you. You don’t like yellow. What
can you do?
Choice 1: Let Mum buy the raincoat and don’t wear it.
Choice 2: Ask Mum to buy a colour raincoat that you
like and stick reflective strips on it.
Choice 3: Tell Mum that you won’t wear it and ask if
you can buy another coloured raincoat that
drivers will still be able to see.
Choice 4: Let Mum buy the raincoat and wear it.

Unit 4:3 Being seen

Encourage students to explain why they made their
choice. Allow time for students to make another
choice after listening to the discussion.

When in the car park, select a few students to stand
in different locations and distances around a parked
car (i.e. in front of, to the side and behind).

Alternatively, use the Resource Sheets: Think about
your choices and Choose the one you like best to
prompt students to identify the choices for the
situation above and then make a decision. (The
sheets are included in the Making decisions section.)

Have an adult sit in the driver’s seat and call out the
names of students that they can see. Talk about the
driver’s inability to see all of the students.

SPEAKING OUT
BARRIER GAME
➤ Dress a pedestrian

Alternatively, use a large piece of cardboard and cut
out the body shape of a student. Have students sit and
observe as the cut-out is placed in different locations
and distances behind the car while the driver indicates
if they can see the cut-out or not.
Explain how drivers are often too busy concentrating
on driving to see a small child crossing the road,
especially between parked cars.

Discuss the importance of drivers being able to see
pedestrians when they are on roads or footpaths.
Explain the aim of the barrier game is to dress a
person so they are visible in the traffic environment.

Why is it difficult for a driver to see small children?

Erect a barrier and place students in pairs. Each
student draws the outline of a person on a piece of
paper (this can be as simple as a stick figure). Taking
turns, students describe appropriate clothing to put
on the person (e.g. a red hat, a fluoro yellow shirt
and white shoes with orange laces).

HOME CORNER

When the person has been ‘dressed’ remove the
barrier to check if the pictures match.

What can you do to make sure drivers and other road
users can see you?

➤ Clothing
Using a large box of ‘dress ups’ (including hats, bags,
t-shirts, shorts etc) students take turns to select and
wear four pieces of clothing or other items that will
increase their visibility as pedestrians in the traffic
environment.

REAL-WORLD

REFLECTING

PARENT INFORMATION AND AT HOME
ACTIVITY

JOURNAL

➤ Bright clothes day
Send home At Home Activity Sheet 1: Bright clothes
day to involve parents in helping their child to select
bright-coloured clothing to wear to school.
Remind students that their clothing should make
them easy to see in the traffic environment.

SIMULATED

➤ Reflective writing
Students write or draw about the importance of being
seen in the traffic environment. The following prompt
may help students.
Think about what you have learnt about being seen
when you are walking, crossing roads or cycling. Write
or draw a picture that shows why this is important for
you.

UNFINISHED SENTENCES
REPLICATING THE REAL WORLD

➤ Thinking back

➤ Cars and pedestrians

Ask students to think about the learning experiences
they have been involved in during this unit by
completing the following sentences.

Before walking to the school car park, talk about
various safety issues such as staying together, holding
a partner’s hand, being on the look out for traffic and
listening carefully to the teacher’s instructions. When
students understand the rules and dangers of entering
the car park, commence the walk.

I think it is important for cyclists and pedestrians to….
I am going to ….
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Bright clothes day

Unit 4:3
At Home Activity Sheet

1

Dear family
Children are often not noticed by other drivers and
other road users because of their smaller stature and
the places they choose to cross and walk.
It’s important to talk with your child about ways to reduce
the risk when walking or riding in the traffic environment.
For example:
• crossing in places where drivers expect pedestrians to
cross (e.g. crosswalks, traffic signals/lights and school
crossings)
• crossing where drivers can see pedestrians (e.g. a
straight stretch of road and not between cars)
• facing oncoming traffic when walking on the side of the road if no footpath is available
• wearing brightly coloured clothing and placing reflective tape on backpacks and raincoats.
At home activity
Read and talk about each of the situations below with your child. Ask your child to draw or
write what they would do in each situation.
It is a rainy day and you are walking to
school. What could you wear to help the
drivers see you?

It is dusk and you are walking with your
parents to a friend’s house for dinner. What
could you wear to help the drivers see you?

At home activity
When you and your child next walk together, talk about and find places to walk and cross
the road where drivers and other road users will see them.
Thank you for playing a vital role in your child’s road safety education.
Yours sincerely

Classroom Teacher
Bright clothes day
The class is having a Bright clothes day on
Please help your child to select suitable clothes or other apparel from their wardrobe to
wear to school on this day. You might like to join us too in your bright clothes!
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